
Remark: 
This instruction guide provides a guideline for user to install Linear type fixtures in typical condition.
Please make sure all the procedure and material selection are in accordance to the actual site condition.

Recommend screw type: outer hexagon M4 tapping screw
Screw material:    i) Color-plated Zinc Carbon Steel 1215
                                  ii) Stainless Steel 316 or 316L
                                  iii)Screw dimension: 12mm - 20mm (length)

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

! Warning

! Caution

Only qualified person may work on electric wiring and equipment.

Be sure power supply voltage has +20% buffer for the total power of a daisy chain connection. 
(D/C input type) 

Switch off the power when installing the fixture.

All electrical connections and the installation of this fixture must be in agreement with all national
and local electrical codes and regulations.
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For the wallwasher with optical title angle lens，make sures the thinner silk screen printing on the tempered
glassses is adjacent to the wall.
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1.Screw the fixed moutning clip 
    with M4 screw to the desired 
    installation location.

2.Mount the fixture directly to 
   the mounting clip

Adjustable mounting bracket
1.Position the mounting bracket at
   the desire location and tilt the
   fixture top to one side.

2.Screw the M4 screw to the the
   mounting bracket hole.

3. Tilt the fixture to the other end and
     repeat step 3.

Fixed mounting clip
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24V
Power Supply

Leading Cable

Connect the cables

After located the fixtures，connect the input 
cable to the power lead in or next fixture in
the daisy-chain to complete the installation.
Please consult the factory regarding the
maxium number of fixtures allowed to be
connected in a daisy chain.



1.Position the mounting bracket at
   the desire location and tilt the
   fixture top to one side.

Adjustable mounting bracket
2.Screw the M4 screw to the the
   mounting bracket hole.

3. Tilt the fixture to the other end and
     repeat step 3.

Remark Make use the indicator on the end cap and align all the fixture in the same 
direction before installation.

Power Supply

Lead in cable

Power in cable

DXM Signal cable

DXM in cable

DMX Controller
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  4. Connect the fixture to the leading cable（Power and Signal） or the next  fixture in the daisy-chain to complete
      the installation.  Please consult the factory regarding the maxium number of fixtures allowed to be connected
      in a daisy chain.



Related accessories(order separately)
EDCDT-300

XLR3-3pincable

DLMBA-H81
adjustable mounting 
bracket for RGB

OP-4350
DMX Decoder
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